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Abstract 

Transcription is an important source of genetic variability. A large amount of 

transcription-associated genome variation arises from the unscheduled formation of R 

loops. We have recently found that physical proximity of chromatin to nuclear pores 

prevents the formation of pathological R loops during transcription. Our study opens 

new perspectives to understand genome stability as a function of nuclear location. 

 

 

Main text  

Sequence variations in the form of sporadic mutations or genome rearrangements are 

necessary for evolution. However, the amount of such genome alterations needs to be 

kept at low level to maintain genome stability and avoid pathological cell behaviours. 

High level of genome instability is a hallmark of cancer and other genetic diseases and a 

comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms leading to genome instability is 

required for the development of therapeutic and preventive approaches. Beside its 

crucial role in gene expression, transcription constitutes a major source of genome 

instability. During transcription, the nascent RNA may hybridize back with the 

complementary template strand, resulting in an R loop structure formed by the 

DNA:RNA hybrid and the displaced non-template DNA strand, which remains single-

stranded (ssDNA). Although R loops are natural intermediates in a number of 

physiologically relevant processes, including transcription regulation, mitochondrial 

DNA replication or class switch recombination of immunoglobulin genes, pathological 

R-loop accumulation are responsible for a large amount of transcription-associated 

genome instability (TAGIN). The mechanisms identified so far involve increase 

susceptibility of the displaced ssDNA to damage, chromatin condensation, interference 
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with replication and DNA repair pathways. A number of cellular conditions favour the 

formation of such genome-threatening R loops, such as accumulation of negative 

supercoiled DNA or defective messenger ribonucleoprotein particle (mRNP) 

biogenesis, as shown in topoisomerase I and THO mutants in yeast 1. R loop-mediated 

TAGIN is emerging as an important contributor to human disease and many gene 

products involved in R-loop resolution, such as breast cancer 1 and 2 (BRCA1/2) and 

other Fanconi Anemia factors, are linked to cancer predisposition. 

 Using expression of the human activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) as 

a tool to induce mutations in the displaced ssDNA of R loops, we identified the yeast 

nuclear basket Myosin-like protein 1 (Mlp1) as a factor involved in the prevention of R-

loop accumulation 2. The absence of Mlp1, its paralog Mlp2 or both proteins leads to 

AID-dependent hyper-recombination and increased genomic instability. These 

phenotypes are suppressed by over-expression of RNase H1, which specifically 

removes the RNA moiety of DNA-RNA hybrids. Direct quantification of DNA-RNA 

hybrids at different genomic loci using a specific antibody demonstrated that R loops 

accumulate in mlp1/2 mutants. Together, these results support the idea that the genomic 

instability in mlp1/2 mutants is caused by unscheduled R-loop accumulation. 

Importantly, such R loops interfere with replication fork progression, thus becoming a 

major cause of instability. Thus, mlp1 cells show mild but significant replication defects 

that can be reverted by RNase H1 overexpression. 

 The gene gating hypothesis 3 postulates that transient localization of transcribed 

DNA in the proximity of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) facilitates the formation of an 

export-competent mRNP. Since Mlp1 is required for gene gating 4, 5 a pertinent question 

was whether R-loop accumulation occurred as a consequence of defective gene gating 

in mlp1 cells. Indeed, restoration of physical proximity to the NPC is sufficient to 
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suppress R-loop accumulation in cells lacking Mlp1 2, as shown with a previously 

characterised system allowing artificial NPC-tethering of the GAL locus 6. Importantly, 

artificial gene gating also suppressed R-loop accumulation in a THO mutant, indicating 

that physical proximity to the NPC generally prevents the accumulation of pathological 

R loops.  

 The study indicates that R loops are preferentially formed in the nuclear interior 

and that gene gating prevents R loop-associated genome instability (Figure 1). 

Nonetheless, gene gating may also restrict the freedom of chromosome rotation thus 

potentially impairing replication fork progression. Recent work has shown that 

activation of the intra-S checkpoint leads to Mlp1 phosphorylation and gene release 

from the NPC 7. Because gene gating is likely limited to highly expressed genes while 

the entire genome needs to be replicated, replication fork stalling may occur at the 

nuclear periphery in some cases (e.g. due to torsional stress) and in the nuclear interior 

in other cases (e.g. due to pathological R loops). Checkpoint-mediated release of gated 

genes in the nucleoplasm may favour R-loop formation, and these R loops may in turn 

serve to amplify the checkpoint activation cascade and signal the sites of replication 

stalling. This hypothesis is consistent with recent work in human cells suggesting that 

R-loop formation participates in DNA damage signaling and activates the DNA damage 

kinase Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) 8. 

 Gene gating is widely accepted in budding yeast, but whether it is conserved in 

higher eukaryotes remains yet to be resolved. Both the nuclear basket nucleoporin 153 

(NUP153) and the linker nucleoporin NUP93 were shown to interact with 

transcriptionally active genomic regions at the NPCs in human cells 9, suggesting that 

the implication of NPC components in transcription regulation may be a conserved 

feature in eukaryotes. The Mlp1/2 human homolog Translocated promoter region (TPR) 
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was shown necessary for the formation of nuclear pore-associated heterochromatin 

exclusion zones in HeLa cells 10. This raises the possibility that some Mlp1 functions in 

genome organization and R-loop prevention may be conserved in human cells. 

Although further work will be required to decipher the role of chromatin spatial 

dynamics in genome stability, we can conclude that the location of a particular locus 

within the nucleus is a major determinant of R-loop formation in yeast. These findings 

add new elements to take into account for a complete understanding of the mechanisms 

by which R loops are formed and lead to genome instability. Thus, whether the specific 

sub-nuclear localization is not only a determinant of R-loop formation capability but 

also to cause genome instability is an intriguing possibility to be tested in the future. 
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1. Possible mechanism of R-loop formation in the nucleoplasm. Physical 

proximity of transcribed loci to the NPC suppresses R-loop formation in budding yeast. 

In mutants of the nuclear basket Myosin-like protein 1 (Mlp1) or THO complex, active 

genes remain in the nucleoplasm and pathological R loops are enhanced. RNAPII, RNA 

polymerase II. 


